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A study of the geographic distribution and relative abundance of gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus 
octthous) in Wisconsin was conducted in 1975-76. Methods included the use of ma11e~quest1onna1res, 
pu lie appeals for observation locations and opin~ons on.current population status. 

Gray fox populations in Wisconsin are currently stable to declining. Foxes have virtually 
disappeared since 1950 from a large area of formerly occupied range in the upper Mississippi River 
Valley. The current high pelt values have caused a high percentage harvest of the gray fox popula
tion. These factors suggest a definite cause of concern. Management considerations for gray foxes 
in Wisconsin are discussed, including an adequate status monitoring system, modifications of seasonal 
harvest framework, and additional harvest regulations. 
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The Wisconsin Endangered Species Law (Chap. 29.415 Wis. Stats.) gives responsibility to the 
Department of Natural Resources for recommending necessary changes in management for species whose 
status is not clarified. Management plans cannot be sharpened until basic population trends and 
distribution information are available. 

The population status of the gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus osrthous) in Wisconsin was 
classified as "unknown", i.e. as "Sufficient information is not ava1lab e to make a decision as 
to status in Wisconsin," itine et al. (1975:1). This study was designed to provide base data 
necessary for: (1) evaluating the current gray fox hunting and trapping season; and (2) estab
blishing the status of this species. 

PROCEDURES 

Procedures to determine the present geographic distribution of gray foxes in Wisconsin 
involved the collection of observational locations from the following sources: 
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1. Wisconsin Trappers Association (lflA). Questionnaires requesting observations of gray 
foxes seen durinq the 1974-75 and 1975-76 trapping seasons were enclosed in the 1975 and 1976 WTA 
spring newsletter, the "Voice". The ~ITA provided a membership mailing list of R53 different 
addresses (two or more members with the same last names and addresses were counted as one). The 
printed ·qu~stionnaires consisted of a pre-paid, self-addressed return portion, separated by per
forations for removal from the explanation portion (Apoend. A and B). 

2. County Conservation Congress (CCC) delegates. Mimeographed 1-page questionnaires were 
mailed to 359 County Conservation Congress delegates and their alternates requesting 1975 sightings 
and population status opinions for gray foxes (Append. C). 

3. Public observations. Appeals for observational assistance were made in "Wisconsin Sportsman" 
(A Wisconsin-oriented bimonthly magazine for outdoor enthusiasts) (January-February 1976, Vol. 4. 
No. 1, p. 51 and March-April 1976, Vol. 4, No. 2, p. 32) and the "Wisconsin Natural Resources Bulletin" 
(a bimonthly publication by the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources) (January-February 1976, 
Vol. 41, No. 1, pp. 15-16) (Append. D). 

4. The Wisconsin DNR's "Endanqered and Threatened Animal Observation" records. Compiled 
observations for 1974 were examined, and additional observations were requested for 1975. Agencies 
cooperating with DNR personnel in collecting field observations were the U.S. Forest Service, U.S. 
Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Fish and Hildlife Service, and College and University personnel. 

5. Hisconsin DNR Conservation Wardens. Questionnaires were sent to all DNP conservation 
wardens requesting 1975 field observations and subjective ooinions on the status of gray foxes in 
their respective areas (Append. E). Status ooinions were asked only from wardens who had resided 
at their station for at least 5 years. 

6. Bounty records and taxidermist reports. State bounty records for gray fox from Richards 
and Hine (1953) were examined and updated until termination of bounty payments in 1958. Taxidermist 
reports for 1973-75 were used to examine the extent of gray fox harvest not available from fur
buyer records. 

7. Special Gray Fox Harvest Questionnaire. Furbuyers throughout the state were contacted to 
obtain names and addresses of people who sold gray fox pelts during the 1975-76 season. A second 
questionnaire was then mailed to each seller requesting location, date, and means of harvesting 
the reported gray fox (Append. F). 

Reported observations from all sources were plotted on a state map to the nearest civil town 
(town and range). Land use and cover mans, as compiled by the U.S. Geological Survey (Hindall and 
Flint 1970) and the U.S. Forest Service (Spencer and Thorne 1972) were compared with habitat pre
ferences of gray foxes to determine geographic distribution. Available literature on habitat pre
ferences and food habits was examined in order to establish isolines of common abundances. Gray fox 
kill records, obtained primarily from the special gray fox harvest questionnaire, were plotted by 
government townships, and were collated with known habitat preferences (requirements) to also deter
mine abundance isolines. 

DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE 

Historic 

Gray fox distribution in Wisconsin before 1900 remains relatively unknown. Ecologically, 
Wisconsin lies on the northern edqe of the qray fox ranqe in North America (Burt and Grossenheider 
1961 :49). In Pennsylvania, Doutt et al. (1966:191) wrote that gray foxes preferred habitat of 
" ... unbroken forest, rough rocky country, brushland, and abandoned farmland." It was unlikely 
that the gray fox made any substantial penetration into the unbroken conifer-hardwood forests of 
the upper Great Lakes region. In southern Ontario, historical accounts and archaeological excava
tions verified the occurrence of qray foxes only durinq a period in the mid-seventeenth century, 
and a reappearance in the middle of the twentieth century (Ranfield 1974:303-4). During 1900 to 
1910, gray foxes were present in the southeast portion of Wisconsin and alonq the Wisconsin and 
Mississippi Rivers (Jackson 1961:309). Jackson also found that the snecies had successfully invaded 
northern Hisconsin durinq the 1910 to 196fl period, and while qray fox records exist for every 
county in the state, it has remained relatively rare in the northeastern third of the state. 

Leopold (1931:219), after collecting renorts from local outdoor people, reported gray fox dis
tributed in west central and southwestern Hisconsin (Fiq. 1). Richards and Hine (1953:13) used 
the 1946-49 bounty records to determine qray fox distribution and abundance (Fig. 2). During the 
late 1950's, subjective opinions of DNR qame managers and bounty records were used by Hine (1970:10) 
to again estimate qray fox distribution and abundance in Wisconsin (Fig. 3). The latter two dis
tributionsurveys indicated an eastward and some~1hat northward expansion of gray fox as suggested 
by Jackson (1961:309). 
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FIGURE 1. Gr~ fox d1str1but1on 1n W1scons1n, 19Zl. 
(Leopold 19Z1) 
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FIGURE 2. Gr~ fox d1str1but1on and abundance 1n 
Wisconsin, 1949. (Richards and Hfne 1953) 

FIGURE 3. Gr~ fox dfstr1but1on and abundance 1n 
Wfsconsfn, 1955. I{Hfne 1970) 
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FIGURE 5. Gr~ fox distribution and abundance fn 
W1 scons1n as determined by observations. 1975-76. 
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FIGURE 6. Gr~ fox d1str1butfon and abundance fn Wfscon: 
as determined by harvest estimates, 1975-76. 
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Gray foxes have never been as abundant as red fox (Vul~ vulpes) in Wisconsin (Richards 
and Hine 1953:31). Leopold (1931:218) renorted a tendencyl'c)ir reds to numerically replace grays 
during the settlement of Wisconsin. However, there have been known instances where this tendency 
has been reversed and qrays are replacinq reds without any apparent environmental changes 
(Follman 1973). Leooold (1931:224) suggested disease or parasites as the factors causing shifts 
in red-gray fox ratios. According to other theories, red fox "run out" gray fox, or reds thrive 
on civilization while grays require wild forests (Leopold 1931:222, Jackson 1961:308). Gray foxes 
appear to be most common in rough, hilly terrain with heavily forested riverbottoms while red 
foxes are more common in areas primarily devoted to agriculture (Richards and Hine 1953:5). 

The DNR has estimated the annual qray fox harvests by using either annual reports from licensed 
furdealers, the number of grays bountied, or hunting and trapping records (Fig. 4, Append. G). Gray 
fox harvests peaked during the mid-1930's, with a second peak durinq the 1940 's followed by a de
clining trend with a small harvest upswing in the 1970's. The peak harvest was 21,385 taken in 
1935, and the low 276 foxes purchased in 1961. It was unlikely that the relatively small increases 
in gray fox harvests during the 1970's (an average of 1 ,616 from 1970-75 compared to 600 in 1960-69) 
actual ly reflected a channe in population levels as the abnormally high pelt values during this period 
created atypical demands. Seagears (1944) found a strong direct relationship between harvest and 
pelt values of red foxes in New York. Richards and Hine (1953:27) observed an independent fox har
vest-pelt price relationship in Hisconsin. A regression analysis of the 1960-75 gray fox harvest 
with the corresponding annual pelt values was hiqhly significant (~~0.01, ~ = .76). The high pelt 
values during the 1970's (1970-75 mean of $10.11) failed to produce the mean harvest levels typical 
of the 1932-44 period (10,174 qray foxes) or the 1945-56 era (4,970 gray foxes). Therefore, it does 
appear from harvest estimates that gray fox abundance has substantially decreased over the last 30 
years, and that populations of these animals are currently stabilized at a much lower level. 
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FIGURE 4. Estimated gray fox harvest and corresponding pelt values from 
Wisconsin, 1932-1975. 
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Current 

The Wisconsin Trappers Association questionnaire produced 50 gray fox observations in 1974-75 
and 131 sightings in 1975-76. County Conservation Congress delegates and alternates provided 91 
gray fox observations during 1975. Magazine requests from the general public resulted in an addi
tional 136 siqhtings. Twenty-five gray fox sightings were obtained in 1975 from the Endangered 
Species Program. Finally, DNR Conservation Wardens yielded an additional 17 reliable locations 
from sign or sightings of gray fox (Table 1). The total 450 observations were plotted to determine 
Figure 5, while 750 kill locations from the Special Harvest Questionnaire were used to determine 
Figure 6. 

TABLE 1. Summary of questionnaires for gray fox. 

No. Reported 
Sources Observations 

WTA, 1974-75 853 73 8.3 50 
WTA, 1975-76 853 182 21.3 131 
County Conservation Congress 359 200 61.3 91 
Magazine requests unknown 340 136 
Endangered Species Program, 1974 unknown 
Endangered Species Program, 1975 25 
DNR conservation wardens 139 83 59.7 17 

Total 450 

It was not possible to obtain the locations of all gray foxes harvested during the 1975-76 
season. Six furbuyers did not separate gray and red foxes in their records, but estimated the 
number of gray foxes purchased (20% of the total foxes harvested) when filing their annual fur
buyers\reports to the DNR. In addition, addresses of many sellers were inadequately recorded 
by furbuyers; over 11 percent of the mailed questionnaires were returned for insufficient addresses. 
An estimate of gray foxes harvested in 1975-76 was determined from a review of nearly 95 percent 
of the furbuyers' annual reports. The special harvest questionnaire provided 670 kill locations 
with an additional 80 sites collected from magazine responses and WTA returns for 750 locations 
or 42 percent of the 1 ,800 gray foxes harvested in 1975-76. 

Current gray fox distribution and abundance were determined by two methods: (1) plotting 
of observations by civil towns and using sight frequency as an abundance index (Fig. 5) and 
(2) plotting of the 1975-76 gray fox seasonal harvest by government townships with·relative 
density based on observed harvest per square mile (Fig. 6). Both methods are biased in their 
derivation. Plotting observations produced abundance indexes which tended to be proportional 
to human density, and si~htings were also limited in hilly or heavily wooded terrain where 
visibility was restricted. Determining an index to gray fox distribution and abundance from har
vest data assumed a uniform statewide harvest "pressure" which in fact would vary with human 
populations and topography. To eliminate the effect of changing pelt values on estimated har
vest, harvest data from only a single season (1975-76) were used, which was believed to provide 
the most reliable gray fox status information. During 1975-76, the high pelt value for gray fox 
($19.38) encouraged the substantial statewide harvesting of gray foxes. The high pelt value 
meant that nearly all collected gray foxes were eventually sold to furbuyers. Harvested gray 
foxes that are not included in the annual furdealers' reports are animals taken directly to taxi
dermists for mounting purposes. A small, insignificant number of gray foxes were handled by taxi
dermists durinq the last 3 years (1973-76; varied from 9 to 11 animals annually). 

Two current gray fox status maps were nroduced to compare with distributions obtained in 
earlier years (Figs. 5, 6). Both status maos show the best ~:~ray fox range in the "driftless area" 
(unglaciated) of southwestern Wisconsin. However, the "abundant" range was apparent only in 
Fiqure 6. A "common" range pocket in southeastern Hisconsin was also identifiable on both maps 
although the boundaries varied considerably. Finally, the northern edge of the "less common" gray 
fox range, especially in the Lake Winnebago region, was considerably broader in Figure 5. In 
spite of these discrepancies, the gray fox status mao plotted from observations does provide a 
reasonable impression of gray fox distribution and abundance in Wisconsin. The technique of using 
observations to determine status maps was therefore considered a viable censusing procedure. 

The accuracy of Figure 6 was tested by comparing the 1975-76 gray fox harvest estimates of 
1,800 from the fur dealers' reports, with a summary of the calculated kill for each area of different 
density. The area of each density level was determined by planimeter measurements and multiplied 
by the derived harvest levels. The calculated minimum and maximum qray fox harvests in 1975-76 
were 1,500 and 2,300 foxes, respectively. 
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The better gray fox range on both status maps was generally found in regions of "significant 
topoqraphy." Significant topography is defined as areas having 12 percent or greater slope encom
passing 160 acres or more with a change in elevation of at least 40 feet (Wis. Dept. Admin. 1975). 
The driftless area is the only region in Wisconsin where significant topography occurs in a uniformly 
widespread manner. Land use patterns in the driftless area (typically 30 percent forested and 40 
percent cultivated), greatly influenced by the prevalent topo~raphy, were examined as a possible key 
to gray fox abundance. In the driftless area, the percent of total land surface classed as forested, 
cropped, and pastured both within and outside the "abundant" or "common" range failed to differ 
appreciably, especially to the north in Buffalo and Trempealeau Counties. East of the driftless 
area, land use patterns and topography change rapidly, and decreased gray fox abundance was observed 
(Fig. 6). Cropland in the driftless area is commonly found on ridqe tops and valley floors while 
the intervening slopes are wooded. Woodlots and croplands, therefore, tend to exist along narrow 
areas, with an abundance of "edges." It is probable that a combination of significant topography, 
with approximately 30 percent of the land surface forested and around 40 percent in cropland, and 
a great amount of woodland-cropland (or pasture) edge are the essentials for higher gray fox densities 
in Hisconsin. 

The "c011111on" range in southeastern Wisconsin proved to be somewhat of an anomaly. The better 
gray fox habitat was centered around the southern "kettle moraine" area where conditions are locally 
similar to the driftless area. However, this Population of qray foxes appeared to be expanding 
into less desirable habitat (especially seen on Fig. 5), as "common" range existed in intensively 
cultivated areas, with little relief, and a small percentage wooded (around 7% forested and 73% 
cropped). The high human densities indicate high harvest demands, which suggests that a substantial 
portion of the existing gray fox population is harvested and this is brought out by harvest records 
(Fig. 6). 

A short-term (~ 5 years) indication of gray fox population status was obtained from question
naires. Recipients of questionnaires were asked if the local gray fox populations had increased 
in abundance, decreased, or remained the same during the last 5 years. Unfortunately, WTA, CCC, 
and the special gray fox questionnaire did not offer a fourth choice of gray fox being absent in 
their area, resulting in some confusion and oartial resoonse. A summary of all responses from all 
sources did not indicate any discernible trend (Table 2). The opinions of WTA members, DNR wardens, 
and CCC delegates suggested a stable to declining gray fox population, while the special gray fox 
questionnaire resoondents indicated increasing to stable abundance. Each group of respondents was 
subjectively appraised in order to evalute the current status of qray foxes. An experienced trapper 
would probably provide a better indicator of gray fox population status than most hunters or 
oeople who picked up road-killed foxes. 14TA members were believed to be the most reliable status 
source, followed in turn by DNR wardens, the special gray fox questionnaire respondents, and CCC 
delegates. Quality ranking of groups was orimarily based on field experience with qray foxes as 
their sign. Therefore, our judgment of respondent groups suggested a stable to declining gray fox 
oopulation. Status opinions obtained from questionnaires support the DNR gray fox harvest estimates. 

TABLE 2. Summary of status opinions of gray foxes from mailed questionnaires. 

Indicated gray fox oo~ulations were 
Source Increasing Necreasino Stable Total received 

WTA members 12 ( 17) 1 28 (40) 30 (43) 76 
WDNR wardens 3 (1 0) 15 (48) 13 (42) 31 
CCC delegates 15 ( 10) 80 (55) 51 (35) 146 
Special questionnaire 1 Po (44) 104 (25) 129 (31) 419 

Total 216 (32) 227 (3<1.) 223 (33) 666 

lNumber received (percentage) 

Such opinions are further supported by the almost comnlete absence of gray fox harvested in 
the upper 11ississippi River \Ialley, not including the small increase in "common" range in south-
eastern Wisconsin. · 

A rouqh estimate of the current gray fox population may be determined by examining harvest 
data. Zarnoch et al. (1976) found that a stable red fox population was maintained when the human 
fox harvest level was 54.7 percent of the annual fox population, which was applied to gray foxes. 
Therefore, the recent annual harvests of 1,600 gray foxes (1970-75) would roughly represent one
half of the total qray fox population, suogestinq a pre-season fall gray fox population from 3,000 
to 4,000 aniMals. 
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Harvest characteristics were determi ned from an analysis of the special gray fox harvest 
questionnaires. The peak of the 1975-7f harvest occurred during the month of November (Fig. 7). 
Over 40 percent of the harvested gray foxes were taken in November, as compared to 21 percent in 
December and 21 percent in January. Trappers accounted for 57 percent of the total harvest, while 
hunters killed 32 percent and the remaining 11 percent were froM other causes. The leading "other" 
sources were road-killed foxes, which represented 90 percent of a 11 "other" causes. Trappers had 
their greatest impact in November when they harvested 28 percent of the total kill, while hunters 
had a more balanced harvest of 9 percent in November, 8 percent in December, and 10 percent in 
January. The first statewide Wisconsin fox season ran from 16 October 1976 to 28 February 1977 . 
No restrictions were placed on the daily bag or possession limits. Previously, the Conservation 
Congress, with ONR approval, voted to impl ement the fox season on a county level (i.e . , 45 of 72 
counties with a fox season in 1975-76). The 1976-77 fox season offers little protection for gray 
foxes because 99 percent of the 1975-76 qray fox harvest was taken from 1 October to the end of 
February (Fig. 7). 
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FIGURE 7. Causes of death and time of death of gray fox sold to fur buyers 
in Wisconsin, 1975-76. 

The gray fox harvest is believed to be greatly determined by the demand for red foxes and 
raccoons. The high mean 1975-76 pel t values for the more abundant red foxes ($40.79) and raccoons 
(Procyon lotor) ($15.30) encouraqed substantial demand for these two furbearers . The gray fox har
vest is directly related to the harvest of red fox and raccoon; 1932-75 harvest estimates were sig
nificantly correlated at the 99 percent level of confidence (~ • 0.64, 0.67). 

Apparently, gray foxes were incidental targets of most trappers and hunters, who harvested 
23,364 reds, 205,845 raccoons, and 1 ,ROO grays during 1975-76. Sixty-five percent of all reporting 
trappers and RO percent of all hunters took only one gray fox during the entire 1975-76 season 
(Fig. 8). By using terriers to flush ~rays from dens, two highly successful Richland County hunters 
registered a combined harvest of 39 gray foxes in 1975-76. However, these individuals are excep
tions in comparison with the usual gray fox hunters and trappers • 

The kill locations and home address of the harvester were taken from a sample of 150 special 
gray fox questionnaire returns. Fifty-one percent of the qray foxes were taken within the same 
township in which the seller resided, compared to 35 oercent removed from township adjacent to the 
harvester-seller's residence. 
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FIGURE 8. Mortality of Wisconsin gray foxes based on Special Gray Fox 
Harvest Questionnaire , 1975-76. 

CONCLUSIONS AND MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Gray foxes occur in almost every county of Wisconsin, but qray fox populations are stable to 
dec11n1n~ throuqhout the state. The once fairly common ~ray fox populaton of the upper Mississippi 
River valley has been virtually eliminated durinq the last 25 years, although the causes remain 
unknown. The best gray fox range 1n tenms of relative fox abundance is found in the driftless area 
of southwestern Wisconsin, specifical ly in Vernon, Crawford and Richland Counties. A pocket of 
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"corrmon" range was also found in the southeastern portion of the state primarily in the kettle 
moraine county where conditions are locally similar to the driftless area. There was some evidence 
to suggest that gray foxes are increasinq in the southeastern pocket of the "corrmon" range . 

The 1975 state qray fox population 1~as estimated at between 3,000 to 4,000 animals. The 
abnormally hi~h pelt values for long-haired mammals have created a correspondinqly high demand that 
has the potential to depress populations as long as fox fur is in vogue. Currently, nearly half of 
the October 1 qray fox population is believed to be harvested annually. High gray fox densities 
(greater than 0.3 animal harvested per square mile) are generally found in areas of significant 
topography, regions with approximately 30 percent of the land surface forested and 40 percent 
cropped, and where extensive woodland-cropland (or pastured) edges exists. 

The most feasible and effective gray fox management procedures involve harvest regulations. 
Because the gray fox harvest is directly related to the harvest of red foxes and raccoons, modifi
cations of harvest regulations for the latter two furbearers thus may be necessary to influence 
gray fox populations. 

The recent apparent stabilization of gray fox harvests is a cause of concern. During the 1960-69 
period, the relatively low gray fox pelt values suggest a low percentage harvest of the gray fox 
population. Logically, gray fox abundance should have increased during this period of low harvest 
pressure. However, the 1972-75 harvest with correspondingly high pelt values indicated a relatively 
depressed population when compared to the 1932-56 harvests. Harvest regulations usually reflect 
the guideline that total mortality from harvest and natural causes should not exceed recruitment to 
the population. While a lack of information precludes the development of gray fox recruitment rates, 
indications suggest a threshold situation in 1975-76 and that further gray fox harvests at recent 
rates may cause population declines. 

Information gathered during this study has led to the identification of the following regulation 
changes that should be considered in the development of a manaqement plan for gray foxes: 

1. A shortened statewide season will be necessary if pelt values remain high, and if the state 
gray fox population is to be maintained or increased beyond the current level of 3-4,000 animals. 

2. Different season openinqs for hunters and trappers, as currently practiced in Iowa, Illinois, 
Indiana, and t·lissouri, may provide a means for minil'lizing differences of opinion shown by our cor
respondents to exist between fox hunters and trappers. Each group believes the other group is har
vesting a disproportionately high share of both gray and red foxes. 

3. Concurrent opening dates for terrestrial forbearers within the present zoned framework could 
make regulations easier to understand and enforce. 

4. Trappinq privileges made available only through the purchase of a trapper's license could 
provide furbearer distribution and a synopsis of the attitudes and characteristics of trappers by 
periodic surveys. 

Reliable status data from annual purchase reports of fur dealers can be important base data for 
fox as well as other furbearer management in Wisconsin. Evidence gathered during our study sug
gested that the current voluntary fur dealers' reports may not provide reliable harvest indexes. 

Gray foxes represent a small, but important segment of Wisconsin's wildlife resource. In 
view of the high demand for foxes as well as other forbearers, plus the recreational hours and 
dollars they provide, additional management and research input is desirable to adequately safe
guard this resource. 
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APPENDIX A. Wisconsin Traopers Association Questionnaire, 1974-75 Season . 

INST_F-UCTIONS: Please complete the following questions in this section at your earliest convenience; detach from the lower portion 
and mail. No postage required. 

I. If you have observed badger, fisher or gray fox during the 1974-75 trapping season, please complete this chart: 

MONTH & LOCATION OF OBSERVATION 
YEAR COUNTY I 

----·--
CIVIL TOWN OR NEAREST ROAD INTERSECTION COMMENTS 

BADGER 
t--· 

FISHER 
r-· 

GRAY 
FOX ·-----

DETACH HERE 

2. If you have regularly or occasionally observed badger, fisher, or gray fox in Wisconsin during the past 5 years, please complete the 
following chart: 

Badger Populations Are: AREA IN WISCONSIN 

DECLINING RELATIVELY STABLE INCREASING COUNTY OR SECTOR COMMENTS 

Fisher Populations Are: AREA IN WISCONSIN 

DECLINING !RELATIVELY STABLE[ INCREASING COUNTY OR SECTOR COMMENTS 

Gray Fox Populations Are: AREA !~WISCONSIN 
DECLINING RELATIVELY STABLE INCREASING COUNTY OR SECTOR COMMENTS 

- -··~-- -~~-· ----------------------- -·------------ ----- ----·- __ .............._ .-......__~-----=--~S"<..~.--__:a,a-!!'L ~-'!!---.Ell'-· 
DETACH HERE 

BADGER, FISHER AND GRAY FOX QUESTIONNAIRE 

MAY I, 1975 

DEAR WISCONSIN TRAPPER: 

YOUR COOPERATION IS NEEDED FOR A SURVEY OF BADGER, FISHER AND GRAY FOX DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE IN 
WISCONSIN. BADGER AND GRAY FOX HAVE BEEN REPORTED DECLINING WHILE iHE FISHER IS APPARENTLY ON THE 
INCREASE IN THE NORTH DURING THE LAST DECADE. THIS SURVEY WILL ASSIST THE DNR BUREAU OF RESEARCH IN 
PREPARING A CURRENT RANGE MAP FOR THESE SPECIES. 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE UPPER PORTION OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AT YOUR EARLIEST CONVENIENCE; DETACH AND MAIL. 
WE NEED YOUR RESPONSE EVEN IF YOUR REPORT IS NEGATIVE. YOUR ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE WILL BE KEPT 
IN STRICTEST CONFIDENCE. 

VERY TRULY YOURS, 
BUREAU OF RESEARCH 

c~ J< o.L11--r-
CY KABAT 
DIRECTOR 

-
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APPENDIX B. Wisconsin Trappers Association Questionnaire, 1975-76 Season. 

BADGER, FISHER AND GRAY FOX QUESTIONNAIRE 

February I, 1976 

Dear Wisconsin Trapper: 

Last year a BADGER, FISHER, AND GRAY FOX questionnaire was mailed to 
many Wisconsin trappers. We wanted to find out more about where these species 
are found. We hope that many more of you will answer this year to help us fill out 
our results. 

Did you see any BADGER, FISHER, OR GRAY FOX during the 1975-76 trapping 
season? Yes or no, please fill out and send back the bottom part of this card. Write 
in "none" for counties you trapped where animals were not seen. 

Sincerely, 
j\UREAU OF RESEARCH 
('.u. i'< ,.Q~'t""' 
Cyd\:abat 
Director 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
MADISON, WIS. 

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
BOX 450 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 53701 

-------------------------
ATT. LEROY PETERSEN 

-~------·----- -~-·---·- ----- --·~-------
DETACH HERE 

INSTRUCTIONS -Please complete the following questions in this section at your 
earliest convenience; detach from the upper portion and mail. 
No postage required. 

1. IF YOU HAVE OBSERVED M.QG.EB, FISHER OR i2B.8.Y..E.Q.KDURING THE 1975·76 TRAPPING SEASON, 

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS CHART: 

SPECIE 

BADGER 

FISHER 

GRAY 
l:ox 

MONTH & ,-.-~HE£3~--~_85 ANIMA_l:_~S-~r:i_-
YEAR COUNTY CIVIL TOWI'J OR NEAREST ROAD INTERSECT. COMMENTS 

--- ---- ---------------- ---------
------ --- ------------ -----+--------

-----"11------ ----------~----------- c------------

---- ------+-------------------____ __:_ __ 

------ -----------------------11-------------

------------·------------+---------
------1---- ------------------+-------------

•• 

• 

• 
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APPENDIX c. County Conservation Congress Questionnaire. 

Farm \fi1d.life Research 
Dept. of I{atural Resources 
3911 Fish Hatchery Road 
Hat'..iscn , Uisconsin 5 3711 

1976 Bft.DGER, FISHER, AND GRAY FOX S~t'ATUS QUESTIONNAIRE 
. Wisconsin Conservation Congress Deleg<-.tes 

Dear Conservation Congress Delegate: 

Your assistance is needed to help deter.nine the present :t:·Op:.:..'_ation 
status of bat".ger, fisher, and gray fox in Hisconsin. \ie want to 
know the current e;eographic distribution end relative abundance of 
the 3 species of furbearers so that solid future management· plans 
can be formulated. 

As it stands now: 

1. The badger, entirely protected since 1955 end offering little 
potential value as a furbearer, ma.y not be holding their own in 
Uisconsin. 

2. Fishers, also entirely protected, have been restocked in the 
Nicolet and Chequamegon i·lational Forests during 1956-66. These 
stockings in 3 counties have possibly increased fisher numbers and 
range. 

3. A sharp increase in estimated purchases of gra.y fox during the 
past 4 years. as compa:ed to years prior to 1971, has caused DNR 
field personnel to be concerned over a possible reduction in state
wide populations. If the abundance of grs;y fox is declining in 
Uiscor.sin, changes must 'be made in the current hunti~ and trapping 
regulations, and in the status classification. 

We encourage you to fill out and· return the enclosed questionnaire. 
The population status of badger, fisher, and gray fox cannot be 
clarified ~Tithout your help. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~~\?.\J-~ 
LeRoy R. Petersen 

/1 ,. 

t!if~~ )~ Lt.J; 
Charles H. Pils 

Project Leaders 

P :P:jh 

1. Have you seen any .live badger, fisher, or gray fox since J<'-'lua..";! 1, 1975? 

Uo___ Yes __ _ 

If yes, ~rhere? (Be as specific as possible on locations) 

Animal Seen f:'ownship 

2. Have you seen badeer, fisher or gra.y fox ''sign' ' (tracks, scat, diggings) 
since January 1, 1975? No ___ Yes___ If yes, where? 

Animal Seen Section Township 

3. In your opinion, hOW' does the current badger, :fisher and gr~zy fox population 
compare to that of .5 years ago? (check one). 

___ Badge.r ___ Fisher ___ Gray Fox nOW'~ abundant than 5 years ago. 

___ Badger ___ Fisher ___ Gr~zy Fox noor ~ abundant than 5 years ago. 

___ Badger ___ Fisher _ __ Gray Fox about the s8J:!.e as 5 years ago. 

_ _ _ !lo Opinion 

4. Any ccmrr.ents you lTould like to offer regarding badger, fisher or grey fox 
populations, regulations, or anythir.g else concerning these 3 :fur bearers: 
(Use back or separate sheet if necessary) . 
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APPENDIX D. Maqaz1ne Appeal for Public Observations. 

WANTBD 

BADGER GRAY FOX 

HAVE YOU OBSBIVBD ANT B&DGII, BUY rDI, DB FISBBIIR IISCDRSIR 
DURIND 1875? 
IF SD, TBBN \VB RBBD YOUI BILP! TBB DRIIS CUIIBNTLT UPD&TIIG 
DISTRIBUTIOI liD ABUIDAICB DATA raa TBBSB TBIBB rVIIBAIBIS. 
YOUR OBSIIV&TIDNS SBDVLD IRCLUDB IRrDIMATIOR DN= 

I. SPBCIBS Dr FUIIBAIBB Sill 
2. DATI SBBR (maDth iD 117&) 
S. COUNTY and CIVIL TDIISIIP Dr DBSBIV4TIDR 

SIND YOUR OBSBIVATIORS BY G/1/71 TO: LBIDY R. PBTIISDR, WISCONSIN 
DBPABTMBNT OF N&TUI&L IBSDUBCBS, 3111 riSI B&TCBBIY BD., MADISON WI 
53711. 
TUB WBLFABB DF WISCONSIN'S WILDLIFIIS IVBIYDNI'S BISPDNSIBILITY. 
Orowi119sby F. L. JoQues.Ustd byptflniujon of Moe Millon PublCo., Inc. from "MommoiJ of NorthAmtrieo" b1 V.H. Cohalont, 
Copyriqhte<l 1947 by MocMiiiOil l'llbl. Co., Inc. 

JANUARY·FEBRUARY, !916 

•• 

• 

• 
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APPENDIX E. WONR Conservation Warden Questionnaire . 

1976 Badg~r, Fisher, and Gray Fox St!"."::US Questionnaire 

Department of Natural Resources Personnel 

1. Name. _______________ _ 
Station'---------------..----

2. Have you seen any live badger, fisher, or gray fox since Jo.nucwy 1, 1975? 

No___ Yes___ If yes, 1rhere? 

Animal Seen County Township Tmm and Ranse 

3. Have you seen badger, fisher, or gray fox "sign" (tracks, scat, diggings) 

since January 1, 1975? No___ Yes___ If yes, where? 

Animal Seen County Totmship 

4. Ansver this question only if you have been at your present area for the last 

5 years. Over the past 5 years: 
nonexistent 

Badger numbers are: more ·--' less __ , about the same __ , in .. area 
nonexistent 

Fisher numbers are: more __ , less --' about the same __ , in area 
nonexistent--

Gray Fox numbers are: more .. __ , less __ , about the same __ , in area 

5. Any comments you vould like to offer ree:ardinp; badger, fisher, or gray fox 
populations, regulations, or anything else concerning these 3 fUr bearers: 
(Use back or separate sheet if necessary) 

Return to: LeRoy R. Petersen, Southern District Headquarters by Barch 15, 1976 
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APPENDIX F. Special Gray Fox Harvest Questionnaire, Cover Letter and 
Post Card Return. 

~ 

~ State of Wisconsin\ DEPARTMENT 
~uthern Diatrict Headquarter• 

3911 Fiah Hatchery Road, Route 4 

OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

Anthony S. Earl 
S.cretary 

Madiaon, WI 53711 

March 4, 1976 

Mr. Hubert Mundth 
RFD 
Sauk City, WI 53583 

Dear Mr. Mundth: 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 2310-4 

The Wiaconain Departaent of Natural Reaourcea ia currently conducting a 
aurvey to map the geographic diatribution and to determine the relative 
abundance of the gray fox throughout the atate. 

According to our recorda, you aold a gray fox during thia paat winter to 
Buckhorn Pur Center. We 1110uld like you to fill out and uil the encloaed 
poatcard queationnaire concerning the STay fox. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~??t.P..t 
Charlea M. Pila 
Wildlife Biologiat 

CHP:mad 

Enc. 

• 

• 

• 



NATURAL RESOURCES BOARD 

THOMAS P, FOX, Chairman 
Washburn 

CLIFFORD F. MESSINGER, Vice-Chairman 
New Berlin 

MRS. G. L. McCORMICK, Secretary 
Waukesha 

JOHN C. BROGAN 
Green Bay 

LAWRENCE DAHL 
Tigerton 

DANIEL T. FLAHERTY 
La Crosse 

JOHN A. LAWTON 
Madison 

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

ANTHONY S. EARL 
Secretary 

ANDREW C. DAMON 
Deputy Secretary 

•• 
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APPENDIX G. Wisconsin qray fox harvest estimates and pelt values, 1932-751 

Year 

1932-33 
1933-34 
1931~-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 
1937-38 
1938-39 
1939-40 
1940-41 
1941-42 
1942-43 
1943-44 
1944-45 
1945-46 
1946-47 
1947-48 
1948-49 
1949-50 
1950-51 
1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-54 
1954-55 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-60 
1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 

Huntine:/ 
Trapping Rept. 

30fl5 
8819 

16223 
21385 
16181 
17909 
10352 

5482 
4540 
4659 
4311 
6506 

12809 

Annual Harvest Estimates 
Number Tagged by 
Bountied 

5865 
6216 
4867 
5494 
6489 
4606 
4031 
5045 
3149 
5062 
4431 
4410 

Not Known 
Not Known 

Wardens 

1723 

1wnc Dept. Nat. Resour., Unpub1. Data. 

Fur Dealers 
Report 

387 
276 
287 
525 
330 

1074 
71h 
487 

1109 
803 

1484 
17163 
13613 
14943 
18393 
18oo3 

1wnc Dept. Nat. Resour., unpub1. data. 
2Adjusted from Consumer Price Index, base year of 1967. 
3corrected harvest estimate . 

Pelt Values 
Actual Adjusted 
Value Value2 

1.82 

3.11 
1.98 
1.96 
1.11 

.99 

.67 

.42 

.39 

.86 

.68 

.21 

.18 

.29 

.44 
,18 
.31 
.72 
.54 

1.59 
.63 
.86 
.82 

1. 57 
1.26 
1. 37 
3.68 
2.83 
4.56 
2.79 

10.38 
12.34 
11.22 
19.38 

4.31 

6.00 
3.75 
3.64 
1.90 
1.48 

.93 

.59 

.54 
1.10 

.85 

.26 

.22 

.36 

.54 

.21 

.38 

.82 

.61 
1.77 

.69 

.94 

.8R 
1.66 
1. 30 
1. 37 
3.53 
2. 58 
3.92 
2.30 
8.28 
9.27 
7.60 

12.02 


